Dear [First Name Last Name]:

Pursuant to the Open Access Policy adopted by the Stony Brook University Senate on February 6, 2017, this communication serves to notify you that your request for a [number] -month embargo of the open access license for "[article title]" to be published in [journal title] has been granted.

However, please be aware that even though you are being granted a temporary embargo of the application of the SBU open access license to your article as specified above, it does not affect public access requirements from funders such as government agencies. If the article is subject to the 2008 NIH Public Access Policy, any policy developed as a result of the 2013 White House Office of Science and Technology Policy memorandum, or other funder requirements, those obligations cannot be waived.

You must be sure to reserve rights sufficient to comply with any funder policies when you enter into a publication agreement for the article. If you have any questions about the SBU Open Access Policy, the temporary embargo of the open access license, or depositing your article in the SBU Academic Commons repository, please contact openaccess@stonybrook.edu.
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Darren Chase, Head
Center for Scholarly Communication
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Library Technology, Discovery & Digital Initiatives